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Introduction 
 

Rawcliffe Meadows Nature Park, established in 1991, covers 25 acres of the Clifton 

floodplain on the northern outskirts of York. The park is owned by the Environment 

Agency and leased to Sustrans the cycle track operator. The site is managed by 

Friends of Rawcliffe Meadows, a voluntary group belonging to the York Natural 

Environment Trust.  

As well as providing access to open countryside for local people, Rawcliffe Meadows 

is managed as a traditional Ings flood meadow under the Countryside Stewardship 

scheme. This is the ninth Annual Report of Friends of Rawcliffe Meadows, 

summarising our work during the year 2000.  

 

Events 
 

Our reprinted leaflets became available for distribution in January 2000. If anybody 

would like a supply for distribution, please contact us. February saw a very happy and 

successful work party clear up after the coppicing of the Willows and Barry Potter 

and chain-saw were a great help. 

 

The new fencing around the sight as a result of the Rawcliffe Bar Park and Ride 

began in March and the BTCV landscaped the pond area and coppiced the Willows 

there. Martin manufactured and installed a new bird feeding station, where we can 

encourage our winter visitors to revisit and maintain a healthy population all year 

round. 

 

The new display boards, purchased at the same time as the leaflets, were put to use at 

the Rawcliffe Parish Meeting on the 10
th

 April with a display about the Meadows and 

the Friends. 

 

Frank de Planta of the Environment Agency paid the Meadows a visit on the 2
nd

 June 

for a guided tour, in honour of our ten years of managing the area. A day or two later 

the area was under water as the level of the Ouse rose in an unseasonal flood and the 

annual pond dip due for the 8
th

 June had to be cancelled with the water level up to the 

flood bank and the walk on the 22
nd

 was turned in to a work party removing the flood 

debris, since nobody came. The Environment Agency kindly agreed to part fund a 

full-scale management plan, something we have been in need of for a few years. 

 



The damp weather from June carried into July and caused problems with the cut hay, 

which was cut late due to difficulties in communication. The hay cut and removal can 

only be successful if the Environment Agency cooperate with cutting the flood banks 

at a time when we can arrange for the Meadows to be cut. If cut hay is left unmanaged 

it is a temptation to pyromaniacs, as well as, getting damp if the weather is 

temperamental. 

 

September saw a lot of energy dispelled with concerns over the mismanagement of 

the cornfield buffer to the Rawcliffe Bar, an ongoing issue unfortunately. 

 

The June floods were followed by the massive flooding of November. The latter end 

of the year also saw the completion of the paperwork for the renewal of the 

Countryside Stewardship funding, which Martin Hammond carried out for us. A total 

of 75 letters and leaflets offering the Meadows as an educational resource were 

distributed to schools in the City of York LEA area, which to date have resulted in 

one response!  

 

 

Ecological Report 

 

Martin continues to keep splendid records of the site. The one for the year 2000 is 

attached. This information is the intellectual property of Martin Hammond as recorder 

and this record and earlier ones may not be reproduced in any form without the 

permission of Martin Hammond and Friends of Rawcliffe Meadows. 
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Contact 
 

For further information or to offer assistance, please contact: 

 

Judith Sutton on 01759 372318 

   


